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CDL
What Do You Guys *Do* At The CDL??
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• Study and Develop Enabling Technologies for 
Radio Astronomy, for example:
– Phased Array Feeds
– Integrated Receivers
– Low Noise Amplifiers, Millimeter/Sub-Millimeter Detectors, Optics & other 

Electromagnetic Components, Digital Signal Processing
• ALMA Hardware Maintenance and Development
• Component Production (cryogenic LNAs, EM components, etc.)
• Next Generation Low-Frequency Facility Concepts & Experiments

– PAPER/HERA
– Dark Ages Radio Explorer (DARE)
– NBT (the Next Big Thing: the ngVLA?)

• Critical R&D Support Services
– Precision machine shop
– Chemistry Lab (plating and electroforming)
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OK…Then WHY Do You Guys Do What You Do?
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• Well, I need to tell you about…
– Sources of Astronomical Radio Waves
– Single Dish Radio Telescopes
– Radio Astronomy Receivers
– Interferometers and correlators
– Tour schedule



CDLRadio Waves and the Electromagnetic Spectrum
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• Electromagnetic (EM) waves cover a huge range of scales (cf. picture above) 
– Maxwell’s Equations are scale-free, but the range of EM waves is not infinite:
– λ > l = [hG/2πc3]1/2 ~ 10-33 cm, and λ < rHubble ~ c/Ho ∼ 4 Gpc

– All EM waves are caused by one basic phenomenon:  
à The acceleration of charge
• The charge in question can be free (e.g., a bare electron), part of a current flow, or simply a 

transient fluctuating charge distribution in a neutral system (e.g., a molecule vibrating)
• “Acceleration” means either a change in speed, or a change in direction of motion, even at 

constant speed -- or both!



CDL
Astronomers distinguish between two general 
types of electromagnetic radiation:
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• Continuum: Broad band radiation spread over a wide range of frequencies

• Spectral lines: Energy emitted at very specific frequencies that are characteristic 
of the type of emitting object (e.g., atoms or molecules)
• Atoms of different elements emit different spectral lines àThis is a vital 

ingredient in determining what stars and interstellar clouds are made of: 
Elemental (and isotopic) “fingerprints” are measurable across the Universe

• Different molecules also have characteristic spectral lines ß à compositions 
• Spectral lines can be shifted by the Doppler effect:  You can measure speeds of 

objects across the Universe as well, sometimes to precisions of less than 1m/s!



CDL
Astronomical Radio Wave Production Mechanisms - I
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Broad-band “free-free” 
emission:  “free” means electron 
is unbound

Broad-band synchrotron emission:  an 
electron spirals around magnetic field 
line:  a spiral is just a superposition of 
circular (accelerated) and linear 
motion.

(Photon can have any energy)



CDLEXAMPLES of Astronomical Radio Wave Production 
Mechanisms - I
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Broad-band ”free-free” 
emission:  “free” means 
electrons are unbound

Broad band synchrotron
emission:  electrons spiral 
around magnetic field lines
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• Everything in the Universe at a 
temperature above absolute zero 
gives off “thermal radiation,”  
produced by the jostling of 
molecules, atoms or ions

• Blackbodies are idealizations: 
perfect emitters and absorbers of 
electromagnetic radiation at all 
frequencies
• They produce a unique 

characteristic distribution of 
radiated energy vs. wavelength 
called the blackbody or “Planck 
curve” (M. Planck, 1900)

• Stars are quite close to being 
blackbody emitters/absorbers

• So are people: you can be imaged 
by a radio astronomy receiver!

Astronomical Radio Wave Production Mechanisms - II
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Pulsar: Rotating neutron star with 
off-axis “searchlight” beams.  
Essentially, a flowing current plus 
star’s rotation create the radio 

signals.

Thermal Emission from a particular type 
of object: Molecular spectral lines, in the 
vicinity of 1mm wavelength, from a dense 
interstellar cloud where stars are being 
born

Astronomical Radio Wave Production Mechanisms - III
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Pulsar: Rotating neutron star 
with off-axis “searchlight” 
beams 

In addition to free-free radiation from the 
HII region, molecular spectral lines also 
come from a dense interstellar cloud where 
stars are being born

Astronomical Radio Wave Production Mechanisms - III



CDL
So…WHY Does CDL Do What We Do??
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ØRadio Astronomy engineering is challenging 
because all these signals are incredibly weak!

• To detect them, we need
– Very large collecting area radio telescopes
– Very efficient and sensitive receivers/detectors/processing 

systems*
– Very clever signal processing systems to “tease out” the 

signals from the much larger noise and make images of the 
signal sources*

* Area of special CDL expertise



CDL
Radio Astronomy Receivers and Noise
• The same mechanism that produces blackbody radiation -- thermal motion of 

charges -- produces randomly fluctuating currents inside any electronic device
– This “noise” will mask very weak signals à Thus, we want to minimize it!
– So…the colder the device, the less the random thermal jiggling, and the smaller 

the noise currents

• This is why NRAO’s most sensitive receivers utilize cryogenic refrigerators
– Only the first few stages of detection and amplification need cryogenic 

temperatures: Once you’ve increased the incoming signal strength, adding more 
noise -- even from room temperature amplifiers -- won’t lower the signal to noise 
ratio significantly.  

– To save money and complexity, keep the cryogenic stuff to the minimum needed!

• The first stage of detection/amplification is the most crucial for optimizing 
signal to noise.  There are two basic approaches we use:
– Wherever possible, we use receivers with a cryogenic amplifier first stage
– At higher frequencies, you get better performance by mixing first

12



CDL
The Boundary Between LNA and Mixer First Stages
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CDLLNA FRONT END: Schematic
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Ø Today’s tour will focus on how many 
of these specialized components are 
designed and made
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MIXER FRONT END: Schematic
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Ø Today’s tour will focus on how many 
of these specialized components are 
designed and made



CDL
Single Dish Radio Telescopes
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• Most common single dish radio telescope 
design is a paraboloidal antenna

• The accuracy* of the curved surface 
determines how high in frequency the 
antenna can operate (the GBT can go up to ~100 GHz)

• The size of the antenna determines the smallest angular size of 
features you can detect in a radio image

• But the bigger the antenna, the harder it is to maintain a 
precision curved surface, especially moving the antenna to 
track sources
àThe GBT is about as big as one can get…
à So we need to use multiple-antenna arrays

* i.e., how well the surface conforms to a parabola of revolution



CDLInterferometers and correlators
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CDL
Interferometers and correlators
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• Resolution (detail) provided by an optical system improves as the size of 
the aperture gets larger
– This is counterintuitive, but true!  Why?? Humans -- including optical astronomers -- see 

only visible light from the bottom a turbulent atmosphere
– But there is a limit on the resolution of a single radio telescope – it is set by the size of 

the dish; go larger, and the dish gets floppy and the surface begins to depart seriously 
from a paraboloid à Antenna becomes electromagnetically inefficient L

• Interferometers avoid this limitation; multiple antennas look at the same 
source simultaneously à Like a larger antenna missing most of its surface
– Resolution is then set by the maximum separation of the antennas
– The empty space between antennas turns out to pose subtle problems: images made by 

an interferometer are *estimates* 
– In order to work, an interferometer must:

• Preserve the correct phase relationships between the individual antennas in order 
to act as a singly aperture

• Combine the signals from each antenna (preserving amplitude and phase)



CDLInterferometers and correlators
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• Resolution (detail) provided by an optical system improves as the size of 
the aperture gets larger
– This is counterintuitive!  Why?? Humans -- including optical astronomers -- see only 

visible light from the bottom a turbulent atmosphere
– Limit on the resolution of a single radio telescope is set by the size of the dish; go larger, 

and the dish gets floppy and the surface begins to depart seriously from a paraboloid à

Antenna becomes inefficient L

• Interferometers avoid this limitation; multiple antennas look at the same 
source simultaneouslyà Like a larger antenna missing most of its surface
– Resolution is then set by the maximum separation of the antennas
– Empty space between antennas poses subtle problems: images made by an 

interferometer are *estimates* 
– In order to work, an interferometer must:

• Preserve the correct phase relationships between the individual antennas in order 
to act as a singly aperture

• Combine the signals from each antenna (amplitude and phase)

This is what a correlator does



CDL
What Do You Guys *Do* At The CDL??
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• Study and Develop Enabling Technologies for 
Radio Astronomy, for example:
– Phased Array Feeds
– Integrated Receivers
– Low Noise Amplifiers, Millimeter/Sub-Millimeter Detectors, Optics & other 

Electromagnetic Components, Digital Signal Processing
• ALMA Hardware Maintenance and Development
• Component Production (cryogenic LNAs, EM components, etc.)
• Next Generation Low-Frequency Facility Concepts & Experiments

– PAPER/HERA
– Dark Ages Radio Explorer (DARE)
– NBT (the Next Big Thing: the ngVLA?)

• Critical R&D Support Services
– Precision machine shop
– Chemistry Lab (plating and electroforming)



CDL
Today’s Schedule:  Opportunity to Meet Some of the 
World’s Experts on Radio Astronomy Technologies in a 
“Show and Tell” Setting
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• Ask questions!
• Enjoy yourselves!!

Summer Students Tour of CDL: Fri 15 Jul 2015

Time 
Between 
Stations: 2 mins

Start Time Stop Time Duration 
(Mins) Location Who

9:05 9:35 30 NTC-400 Dickman
9:37 9:52 15 SIS Kerr
9:54 10:09 15 Adv. Receivers M. Morgan

10:11 10:26 15 LNA Wharam & Platt
10:28 10:43 15 PAPER Bradley
10:45 11:00 15 Plating Petencin
11:02 11:17 15 Break
11:19 11:34 15 Integ Ctr McLeod
11:36 11:51 15 Machine Shop Morris
11:53 12:08 15 LO Jackson
12:10 12:25 15 Correlator Lacasse
12:27 13:27 60 Lunch Talks NTC-400 Jacqes & McLeod
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The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation operated 
under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc

www.nrao.edu
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General Anatomy of a Radio Telescope 
System
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• Feed  horn  (shown)  
• Polarization  Separation   “OMT”
• Amplification          
• Downconversion (mixer)  

• Local  oscillator    ~
• More  amplification  +  filtering
• Digitization  (“ADC”)
• Data  Transport
• Signal  Processing  (“backend”)

Feed horn

~


